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College of the Pacific, Stockton Junior College, Stockton, California

PLT Production
Coast Premiere "Bell for Adano"
Plays Little Theatre Tonight

ft

ADANO" STARS

CHICO STATE-PACIFIC
BASKETBALL GAME
IN C. O. P. GYM TONIGHT
December 7, 1945 — No. 19

'Messiah'Will be
Presented on
December 16th

The Stockton Junior College
and College of Pacific Chorus and
Orchestra under the direction of
J. Russell Bodley will present its
annual performance of Handel's
"The Messiah" on Sunday, De
cember 16th at the Conservatory.
The soloists will be Earl Oliver,
baritone; J. Henry Welton, tenor;
Genevieve Jones, soprano, and
Thelma Berg, contralto. Mr. Ol
iver and Mr. Welton have sung in
the performance in past years.
Miss Jones and Miss Berg have
had experience singing in the A
Capella Choir and in churches in
the community.
Capable student soloists are
used from time to time to give
added experience, as well as to
give the audience the opportunity
to hear performances by Pacific
TONY RIED and MAX GOBEL, who play the parts of Major Jop talent.
polo and Sergeant Borth respectively in "Bell for Adano" in forth
Short Term Classes
coming PLT production.

When tonight's curtain rings up on "A Bell for Adano,'" it will
mark the first production of this great drama west of Broadway.
The event of this Western premiere on the stage of the Pacific Lit
tle Theatre may be attributed to the foresight of dirctor DeMarcus
Brown, who, through just the right circumstances lute last spring
while in New York, was able to procure the rights to production for
the campus acting group.
—'
• Adding to opening week-end fes
tivities will be the presence of two
Veterans Lash Into
Bay Area drama critics at Satur
day night's performance — John
New Organization
Hobart of the San Francisco
Chronicle
and Wood Soanes of the
Plans for a dance to be spon
sored by the C.O.P. Veterans Oakland Tribune.
Friday night's opening will co
shortly after the first of the year,
which it is hoped will feature the incide with a gala reunion planned
music of "Ziggy" Elman's Stock by the members of Theta Alpha
ton Field orchestra, got under way Phi, National Honorary Dramatic
last night at the bi-monthly meet Fraternity, honoring returned vet
ing of the group with the ap erans, Tony Reid and Max Gobel,
pointment of a five man commit who play the two principal roles
tee to make arrangements for the in "A Bell for Adano."
affair.
Tony will be seen in the fine
Elections were held to fill the acting role of Major Victor Jopvacancies in the offices of presi polo, the character created on
dent and secretary-treasurer. Rus Broadway last year by Fredric
sell Parmenter was elected presi March. This will be Tony's first
dent by one vote in an exceedingly appearance with the Pacific Little
tight race, and Robert Tobey was Theatre since the 1941-42 season.
named to the post of secretary- During his earlier years on cam
"The First Invitational Foren
treasurer. John Yadgar is vice pus, he was seen in "Tovarich," sic Tournament, sponsored by the
president.
"Romeo and Juliet," "The Man Southern California Tournament
A five man committee was el Who Came to Dinner," and "Will Association, will be held at Po
ected to submit a plan for stream Shakespeare." He has just re mona College, Claremont, Cali
lining the by laws of the organiza turned from 18 months overseas, fornia on December 7 and 8," said
tion. Also on the agenda was dis during which time he fought his Edward Betz, Debate director at
cussion of a plan to form a blood way across France, Belgium, Hol C.O.P.
donors club within the group for land, and into Germany.
This fall debate tournament is
the purpose of giving transfusions
Max Gobel will be seen in the the first of several, and many
at local hospitals on call.
sympathetic role of Sergeant C.O.P. and S.J.C. debaters and ora
Several of the group also volun Borth, and has just returned to tors will attend. The five activi
teered to donate the use of their civilian status after having spent ties planned are Debate, Extem
cars on Tuesday night to take re 27 months in the China-Burma- poraneous Speaking, Oratory, Or
turning Japanese internees from India theatre with a heavy bom al Interpretation, and Impromptu
the railroad depot to their places bardment squadron in the Army Speaking.
of residence.
Robert Mackey, Manuel FurtaAir Corps. In addition to his of
It was voted that meetings of ficial duties he was in charge of do, Francis Mackey, and Dick
the organization will be held on special services for the squadron. Pederson will represent the two
the first and third Mondays of He is playing his first role on the men's teams, and Delores Chap
each month. Arrangements are local stage since the 1940-41 sea man, Pat Corwin, Dorothy Mcbeing made to hold all meetings son.
Callister, Georgia Holman, Mary
,n a place on the campus where
Spanos, and Jeanne Cartmel will
"A Bell for Adano" has been
members may smoke during the
speak for the three women's
dramatized
by Paul Osborn from
meetings. The next meeting will
teams in Debate on "Resolved:
be held on December 21, at a place the Pulitzer Prize novel by John that the foreign policy of the
Hersey. Here in dramatic form United States should be directed
to be announced later.
is the story of Major Joppolo, towards the establishment of free
who, coming to a small Sicilian
C.S.T.A. Election
town following its liberation, at
The first meeting of the Cali tempts to place in operation his
fornia Student Teacher's Associa ideals of American democracy. To
tion was held Wednesday night, the little community under his
November 14th, in the S.C.A. protection he does manage to re
The Art Department of the Ad
Miss Ava June Colliver, president, store order, both material and
ult Evening School will offer a
Presided and welcomed all new moral.
student teachers into the associa
However, he finds that Adano special evening class in mural and
tion. After the minutes and needs more than material order— easel painting for experienced and
treasurer's report were given by it needs again the loving old bell inexperienced students in this
Dorothy Trachiotis, Secretary- —carried off by the Fascists and field.
The class will meet Wednesday
reasurer, nominations and elec roelted into guns and shell—which
tions were held for the filing of for years had done more for the evening from 7:15 to 10, Room
the vacant offices. Those elected community than merely to an 217, Weber Hall, beginning this
upre Bob Henning,
Vice Presi nounce the town events. It had Wednesday. Corporal George Haldent; Dorothy Anne Petersen, symbolized moral well-being; and pren of Stockton Field, formerly
Historian; and Helen Graham, again another must be found to of New York City, will be the in
Refreshment Chairman. Alta Mc- take its place. The play, in spite structor.
No prerequisites are required
Cbntock was elected to fill the of its serious undercurrent and its
very special office of Chairman of persistent note of idealism, is full and attendance for the remainder
the State Committee on Profes of amusing characters; and the of the semester will receive one
sional Growth.
credit in the junior college.
(Continued on page 7)

Offered by S.J.C.

Debaters to Attend Pomona
Forensic Tournament Dec, 7-8

Evening Painting
Class Will Begin
Next Wednesday

trade among the nations." This
same group will also speak in Ex
temporaneous Speaking on "La
bor Problems in the United States.
Bob Mackey and Furtado, both
juniors, are debating for their
second year. Frank, Bob's broth
er, has recently returned from
the war. He served as a naviga
tor on a B-29. Pederson, like his
fellow speaker, is also a veteran.
He was stationed as an M. P. in
Germany. Both seniors have de
bated at S.J.C. before the war.
The six girls are freshmen.
Those participating in Oratory
are Pat Corwin, and Marilyn Dow,
who is also entering in Oral Inter
pretation. The two phases of this
activity are (1) reading prose at
first sight, and (2) memorized
soliloquy from literature.
Miss
Dow is a second year debater and
won the Oral Interpretation at the
North West Invitational Tourna
ment at Linfield, Oregon last year.
"Subjects from current editor
ials, serving for Impromptu
Speaking, will be handled by some
of these students," reported Mr.
Betz.
The team, leaving yesterday
morning and returning Sunday, is
accompanied by Debate coaches
John Fanucchi and Edward Betz.
Betz will also assist in the admin
istration of the tournament.
The next tournament will prob
ably be held in February. Prac
tice debates with Northern Cali
fornia colleges will be held in Jan
uary.
Debate squad meets every Mon
day at 7:15 p. m. There are be
tween 20 and 25 S.J.C. and C.O.P.
students engaged in this activity.
Students are urged to attend
these meetings as there are no
requirements or background nec
essary.

The Stockton Junior College
new short term classes will begin
Monday as an experiment design
ed to meet the needs of veterans
discharged during the past few
weeks, however the classes are
open to anyone.
Students interested should ar
range for an immediate counsel
ing by calling the Personnel Of
fice, 8-8691. Registration is avail
able this afternoon from 1 to 5 in
Room 102, Ad Building or tomor
row morning from 9 to 12.
The following courses are of
fered: English Composition, Read
ing and Writing Laboratory,
Remedial English, Exploring Mu
sic, Painting, Hygiene, Physical
Education, American Institution,
Fundamentals of Radio, Voice and
Diction, Remedial Speech, Psy
chology and Life, Secretarial Ac
counting, Business English, Nu
trition, Personal Appearance,
Glee Club, Remedial Mathema
tics, Personal Adjustment and
French.

Reames Organizes
Campus Dance Band
Stan Reames newly organized
dance band is composed of Paci
fic's student talent. Including the
vocalist, there are fifteen mem
bers in the band. Their first
scheduled appearance will be at
Pacific's Winter Informal January
15. Their tentative engagements
are rally here, and an assembly at
Stockton High School.
Members of the band are John
Granes, Eugene Mataratti, and
Larry Mason in the rhythm sec
tion, Joe Fenzes, Ray Brown,
George Hall, and Art Graff, in the
trumpet section. On the trom
bones are Don Noble and Lowell
Jensen. The sax section is com
posed of Chuch Berry, and Reno
Dolmen.
Anyone who wishes to play the
sax, alto or tenor, on the tromhnnp is askpd to see Stan Reames.
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Give her

the wear-with-all of

exciting accessories.

The glint of gold in braided bracelets, the sheen of
pearls for her throat or hair, the luxury of an import
ant handbag or a fine pair of gloves. Even our hand
kerchiefs are something special for Christmas giving.

tropic and latitudes southern. She
once out-walked six guides at an
old ruins in Mexico. Our teach
er turnups are rugged and swell!
Free Christmas present turn
ups will be given out in the bond
booth on the 'steenth of Decem
ber!!

Shellubrication
Shell Products
Tire and Battery
Service

SOUNDS GOOD

Father—I want no more of that
standing on the porch with that
young man.
Daughter—I only stayed for a
second.
Father—I distinctly heard a
third, fourth and fifth.

MILLER-HAYS CO
Plumbing With A Smile

Phone 3-0604
2302 Pacific Ave.

Serving College of the Pacific
Grant at Weber Avenue

608 East Main
(Opposite Breuners)
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TIGER SPORTS REVI
Boyle, Reames, Star aslBreeden Freezes in
Cagers Lose to Sacto, Italy While Red
Beat Mather Field GIs Flannels in Stockton

Tiger
Tattler

Tigers End Winless Season on
Short End of Six to Zero Score

Two Commando backfields one running off the "T," and the other
With Frank Boyle, former St.
"Probably the only regret that out of a single wing, and a bad break on a poor punt, combined to
Mary's player, and Stan Reames, I had during my 18 months over
starring in both games, the Tig seas," said Robert L. Breeden, beat the victory starved Tigers Friday night.
With the statistics heavily fav-O
By BENNY BENGAL
er cagers dropped the opening physical education instructor, and
oring
the G.I.'s, and with the half
game of the season to the Sacra recently returned from overseas
Hall, Kane Star In
mento Senators, and then came service with the Red Cross, "was and the game ending with the sol
Intra-Mural Grid
The janitor, sweeping out the back to crash the win column
diers knocking at the goal, the 6-0
Weekly's editorial room early with a one point victory over the the fact that I sent my long wool
West Hall's "Scat" backs run
en underwear home just before margin of victory was really not
Monday morning, discovered Ben Mather Field soldiers.
the outfit to which I was attach a true picture, with the Bengals ning the ends for long gains drop
ny lying on the floor under a
The Senators, a highly touted ed began the ascent of the snowy
desk, clutching a half empty bot semi-pro team, handed the Ben
crossing the Commando's 40-yard ped East Hall 13-0 in the open
Brenner Pass. Boy, was it cold!"
tle of sarsaparilla in his hand, and gals a 54 to 35 beating, and Coach
ing of the intra-mural football
line only once during the game.
It was Spring in the lowlands
a wild gleam in his eye, chanting Chris Kjeldsen was highly pleasleague Tuesday afternoon.
Italy," Breeden went on to exAlthough the Tigers relied
over and over again, "Two out of ed with the showing made by his of
plain> ..'and so x th
ht that ^
Stymied in their passing game,
I largely on a passing game, com
three, right on the nose, two out boys against an aggregation made would be safe in sendi
<L
the sunset squad uncorked a run
of three right on the nose, LS/ of ex-college stars. Boyle, Kjeld
pleting 11 out of 22 tosses, most ning attack featuring Ray Kring,
Johns' home; then came the Ger
MFT, TS/POE."
sen said, sparked the team on the
of
the completions came around Ferrill Hall, Harry Kane and Ed
"What's the deal?," you ask. floor as well as being high point man collapse, and the 88th Infan
mid-field.
Total yardage gained Harrold which produced four
try
Division
to
which
I
was
at
Just this my friends. Benny hit man for the Tigers with nine
tached as a Red Cross Field Work on the ground and in the air gave touchdowns, two of which were
two of the three football scores points to his credit.
er,
received the assignment of the G.I.'s almost a 3-1 edge over called back. Ferrill Hall made
that he picked last week right on
On Friday night, Kjeldsen's
one tally on a run, and a Hall to
the nose. First the C.O.P.-Com- men took Mather Field over the pursuing the remnants of the the Staggmen. The Commandos Kane pass accounted for the other.
'Fuehrer's'
Italian
armies
up
into
were able to splash through a
mando game. The Commandos by hurdles to the tune of 30 to 29.
Kane drop kicked the extra point.
light California dew for 303 yards,
7 points, Benny said. (Okay, so Reames was high point man for the Italian Alps."
Officiating was handled by Earl
"The warm sunshine of the Ita while the Tigers paddled around
it was only six points. We won't this game, with Boyle again com
Jackson.
quibble over a missed conversion.) ing in for his share of the glory lian lowlands changed into snow for 124 yards. In spite of the
almost up to our hips, as we scal moist condition of the field, fumb
Next came the Army-Navy game. with his sparkling floor work.
Army by three touchdowns, he
It fell to the lot of Don "Dea ed the Brenner slopes up to the les were remarkably few and far
Take your choice, if any.
said. (And he sure clipped that con" Swift to pull the game out Austrian border where we formed between. Two men were kept
one on the proboscus). The third of the fire in the closing minutes a junction with elements of Gener busy on the sidelines throwing in The trouble with the rain and dew
Is that it always falls on yew.
game we won't even talk about. of the last quarter with a Frank al Patton's 3rd Army coming dry footballs after each play.
(After all, a guy has to be wrong Merriwell-like free throw which down from the north. I darn near
Kane and Grahlman played r T T T T T . t T T T T T T f T T f f T f . T
froze going up," said Breeden.
once in a while. Well enough of broke the tie of 29-all.
good ball for Pacific, Gane averag
Let's Meet at
this back-patting, and on to some
Among the other incidents relat ing 3.3 in six carrys, while Grahl
The next three games coming
thing else.
up should give the Tigers a little ed by Breeden was his biggest man averaged 3.2 in 11 trys. Ly
Purrs and Snarls Dept."—The trouble, Kjeldsen said. The Chi- thrill; that of camping on the ons and Brumm were defensive
Tiger purrs this week for the co State "Home and Home" series ground during the night, and wak standouts in the line, while Kane
new yell leading aggregation com which opens in C.O.P. gym on ing up in the morning to find and Vineyard chalked up a good
posed of Dottie Adams, Mardelen Friday night, and is continued in himself surrounded by 2000 fully part of the stops made in the sec
Snedon, "Deacon" Swift, and Lym- the northern city on Saturday armed German soldiers.
ondary.
ie Burke. This gang, my friends, night should give the Bengal cag
"I was a little worried," Breeden
The soldiers scored when they
has initiative and pep, and they're ers a tough workout, he intimated. said, "until it was explained to
FOUNTAIN SERVICE
really good—"Snarles" to the lo
On December 14, the Tigers me that they had surrendered took over the ball in the third
3216 Pacific Ave.
cal housing authorities for their travel to the Bay Region where during the night, and the M.P.'s quarter following a four yard
inertia in attempting to supply they will take on the Golden just hadn't gotten around to dis punt by Grahlman. The Com
AAAAA AAAAA A A A AAAA.
mandos were tossed for a loss on
adequate housing facilities for Bears of California. The Bears arming them yet."
the next play, and then scored on
veterans attending the college. are hot this year, said Kjeldsen,
Doctor Breeden, whose 18 the subsequent one, a pass from
Is the housing authority trying to and that game is in the "laps of
months of overseas service took Krieger to Lynch.
Exclusive Agents
turn Pacific Avenue into another the Gods."
him to North Africa, Sardinia,
"Skid Row?" Some of the boys
for
Italy, and Austria, volunteered
and their wives will probably have path on a horse. When he gets
for Red Cross service in the early
to sleep in the gutters ala Skid within range of the camera will
You Always Do Better at
days of 1944. After receiving
Bow unless someone gets on the you stop and talk to him, and I'll
basic
training
on
the
East
Coast
ball.
snap the picture of you two."
he was shipped out to Algiers, and
One of the best stories circulat "Okay," said the gridiron lumin from thence to Sardinia and Italy.
ary.
Up
the
path,
seated
on
a
ed around the campus m a long
He arrived home aboard the
time is the one on the football white horse, comes an elderly and
Gripsholm
early in September,
player, a discharged veteran, who distinguished looking gentleman,
was new to the C.O.P. campus sporting a ten gallon hat and a and returned to the C.O.P. cam
For Men
last spring semester. During his white goatee. The collective jaws pus at the opening of the Fall
first week on campus, before he of the elderly gentlemen, the pho semester. Although at the time
MOST STYLES $10.50 up
had gotten really acquainted with tographer, and in fact everyone that his leave of absence became
any of the faculty or any of the within shouting distance, dropped effective he was director of ath
administrative staff, he was col when the "new kid" catching sight letics on the campus, upon his re
lared by a commercial photo of the horseman yelled loud en turn he became professor of phy
grapher while walking to class ough to be heard on South Center sical education at his own re
447 E. MAIN ST.
°ne day. "Will you help me out St., "Fer gosh sake's, who's that, quest.
at N. California
a minute son?" queried the pho Buffalo Bill?"—(I guess you
127 E. MAIN STREET
Nit—You know all Irish people
to??. Receiving an affirmative re- know that wasn't rouge on his
and
9 N. HUNTER ST.
Stockton
California
Ply, he went on, "In a few min cheeks, when they explained to are great wits.
Wit—You must be half-Irish.
utes a gentleman will ride up the him that it was Dr. Knoles).

£7hot%-

KUECHLER'S

The "O.K."
Flower Shoppe
Gives you at
Reasonable Prices
NICE CORSAGES
WEDDING and FLORAL
ARRANGEMENTS
565 East Harding Way
Phone 9-9029

j

Complete Line of Sports Clothing
and Athletic Equipment

WARD TYLER'S SPORT SHOP
Hotel Stockton Bldg.
Phone 2-2297

129 E. Weber Ave.

YOLLAND KE & FUEL CO.
COAL
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT

LIME
BRICK
PLASTER
SAND
ROCK
GRAVEL

Tel. 6-6966
830 S. Calif.
Stockton
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Miss Lucy Harding Becomes Bride
Of Lt. Kenneth Graue at Chapei

Fashions
and
Frolic

MARRIED
*

Miss Lucy Harding became the bride of Lt. Kenneth Graue on De
cember L at a formal wedding ceremony held at Morris Chapel. The
ceremony was performed by Dr. Tully C. Knoles who was assisted
by Dr. Roy C. McCall.
The bridesmaids, Misses Janice*
Hettman, Persis Warnar, and Jan ¥/ j J
D
Waiman,
wore
period style V d i e d Antique bOOkS

Campus fun continues as al
ways at College of Pacific. More
so now that the vestiges of mili
tary preparedness have vanished
from the haunts of college stu
dents. It was exciting for the
gals to have bell-bottom trouser
dates. But now a little post-war
readjustment has to be gone
through even on a college campus.
N'east Pas?

dresses in ice blue brocade and [ n Education Office
carried old fashioned nosegays
pink carnations. The matron of
There's an old New England
honor, Mrs. Jean Boyd, was dress Primer and some arithmetic books
ed in a gown of blush pink and that have seen a hundred birth
carried a bouquet of blue delphin days; there are a number of early
iums. The groom was attended psychology and education books
by his brother-in-law, Mr. James and a set of the famous old Read
Clor of Southern California.
ers by McGuffy—this is the col
The bride was gowned in an lection to be installed in the office
antique wedding dress with a of the Dean of Education, Dr. J.
court train of cream satin and Mark Jantzen, as soon as they get
rosepoint lace. Her veil was a the old walnut bookcase squared
Fashions have changed only
coronet of rosepoint lace and she away and dusted off.
slightly, but the tendency toward
carried a pale pink satin embroid
a wierd sloppiness has progressed.
The bookcase has a history all
ered fan cascaded with pink roses.
Our fashion leaders in the college
its own in the fact thatjt formerly
Miss Marie Allen was in charge belonged to Etta Booth, an art
world this season will be those
of the reception held at the Epsi- teacher, who taught at the College
who strive for neatness. Girls
lon Lambda Sigma house. Senior of Pacific for fifty years.
who attempt to be torn boys by
The
sorority sister of the bride served bookcase was given to the School
wearing jeans with the excuse
while Miss Donna Perrott, Miss of Education for the sole purpose
that they are stylish, seem to be
Marilyn Burger, and Mr. Elton of housing such collection, which
wandering far from the fashion
Burgstahler played background has been donated by Dr. J. Wil
path. Let us not forget women
music. Mrs. William Pennis of liam Harris.
dress as women even though
Oregon and Mrs. C. H. Hilton of
some have done the work of men
The collection has considerable
Las Angeles, both great aunts of
during the war. The place for
museum value and is of special
the bride were pourers, while Mrs.
V
such modes of dress is the air
Interest to persons who are inter
James Clor presided over the wed
plane factory and the ship yard.
ested in the history of education
ding cake.
and schools in America, and also
'Nough said.
Lucy, a member of the College to teachers who are interested in
Congratulations to the newcom
of the Pacific's 1945 graduating the background of the develop
ers on campus who are taking
class Is a member of Alpha Epsi- ment of the teaching profession.
Pictured above, MISS LUCY HARDING, who became the bride of
particular interest in making it a
lon Omicron, Alpha Gamma Sig
Students who wish occasional Lt. Kenneth Graue
beauty spot. And I do mean a
ma, Theta Alpha Phi, All College access to these books may contact
certain cute Junior, Virginia Fer
Honor Society and past editor of either Dr. Jantzen or Dr. Harris.
the Pacific Weekly. She has al
ris, transfer from Green Moun
so been active in many of the Pa
tain Junior college, Vermont. Her
cific Little Theatre productions.
A tea in honor of Mrs. Dacey, ner; treasurer, Corkie Hisatomi; personality was quite captivating
She was affiliated with Epsilon SCA-PERS Will be
new housemother at Central Hall, and secretary, Frances Colville.
at Dean Watson's reception. The
Lambda Sigma. In the past Lucy Held Nightly
took place Sunday, December 2.
The theme was autumn and col gown which Ginnie wore was a
was program director at station
The winter motif was carried orfully carried out with bronze classic black crepe trimmed in
^ been in
The Fellowship Commission unKGDM and has recently
front with some fascinating gold
out
throughout the hall with win and gold chrysanthemums.
the executive office of the Ameri- d';r "le direction of its chairman,
Guests
were
served
by
gaily
rob
design. Simple but so stylish,
ter greens, pine cones, miniature
can Broadcasting Co. In San Fran- Bi" Tobiassen, has begun a new
ed Chinese girls. Mrs. Growe and j She has poise—girls, Notice that
deer
and
a
snowman
included
in
cisco. She is the daughter of Mr after dinnor recreation program
Mrs. Allen Waldo poured. Mu feature cut. She's a little bandthe decorations.
and Mrs. Paul Harding of Stock- ca]led SCA"Pers.
sic was supplied by Lois Downes. box from head to toe.
ton.
j This program takes place every
Charolett Gill was in charge of
Many of us dislike required
Lt. Graue of the U. S. Marine even'nR from 7 to 8, Monday the food committee and Marjorie
Hi—What makes our neighbor course in P. E. but when we see
Corps, a former graduate of Pa- trough Thursday, in the SCA ' Hiers and Ruth Wilson in charge
pace up and down in front of his the result of a swimming star we
cific is a member of Omega Phi building.
of the decorations.
house like that?
Alpha and a former president of' Community singing, folk dancresolve quitely that perhaps it is
Si—He's awfully worried about well to keep in shape. Miss Hel
Alpha Epsilon Omicron. He is lng' an al] reQuest piano program
On Sunday, November 25, from his wife, poor chap.
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Ottis B. and an amateur talent show were
en Graham is such a star. Beau
,he diversions this week.
Graue of Southern California.
Similar 3:00 to 5:00, the Pacific Coopera
Hi—Why, what's she got?
ty, skill and intelligence all com
Si—The car.
At present the couple is honey- pastirnes wil1 be the attraction for tive House held a tea in honor of
bined in one.
the ensuing; weeks.
their housemother, Mrs. Lucy
mooning in Southern California.
| Carol George, Jean Powers, Forkner.
Gladys Stoeven and Jay Uriz are
In the receiving line were:
Student's Project
in charge of the various activities. House president, Mary Helen DaPromotes Worship
britz; house manager, Muriel Hayward; housemother, Mrs. ForkAt Juvenile Hall
Psychology students went to Zetagatheans Held
I
Juvenile Hall last Sunday to make
plans for continuing the worship Pledging Party Dec. 6
FRIEDBERGER'S
and recreation programs in form
Anderson Hall was the scene of
er years.
Jewelers
Zetagatheans semi-formal pledg
This particular project, headed ing party, a candle-light ceremony
by Dick Pedersen, comes under held Thursday evening, December
the Community Service Commis 6, at 7:30 p. m.
sion of which Mary Iungerich is
Mary Irene Motta, Vice Presi
JEWELRY FOR
chairman.
dent of the society, was sponsor
The daily recreation program for the pledges. In charge of
MEN and CO-ED
will consist of story-telling, crafts, decorations was Ruby Phillips.
games, sports, baseball, music! Claramae Gilkey was chairman
339 East Main Street
singing and handiwork.
of the refreshment committee.

PACIFIC SOCIAL WORLD

Bunny Mits...
white and fluffy

REFRESHMENTS
on the
CAMPUS

THE CUB
HOUSE
Operated by •
ASSOCIATED WOMEN
STUDENTS
"WHERE YOU MEET
EVERYBODY"
"OPEN EVENINGS"

1 *»*»»»»»*»

with red and green

S E R V I N G P A C I F I C

TED'S
MEAT MARKET
434 E. WEBER

DIAL 8-8628

leather or wool

$2.45—$3.00

SMITH & LANG
Sfjnt *
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SOCIETY

ENGAGED

*-

Miss Mary Jane Yardley Engaged
To Lieutenant John Stephens, Jr.
Miss Mary Jane Yardley, Alpha*
Theta Tau president, passed cho
College Women
colates Thursday evening, Nov
ember 29th, to her sorority sisters Choose Education;
announcing her bethrotal to Lieu
Scorn Matrimony
tenant John Dickson Stephens, Jr.,
USMC.
You have probably heard some
Mary Jane is the daughter of one say that girls come to college
to get their man. That statement
Mrs. Carmen Yardley and Ralph
is enough to make any girl rebel. MISS MARY JANE YARDLEY,
O. Yardley of Stockton. She has However, I suppose one should
been active in campus activities take into consideration that it is who announced her engagement
to Lt. John Stephens, Jr.
Stephens attended Santa Clara usually a man who says it. But
University and later was at Paci just in case there are a few who
fic in the V-12 Marine Corp. He really believe that, I would like to
received his commission at Quan- clear up the matter and prove to
tico, Va., and is now stationed at you just how untrue that really is.
Camp Pendleton. He is the son
In the first place, many girls are
of Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Stephens of interested in the professional
Woodland.
fields. Today, people are becom
Wedding plans are indefinite as ing more intelligent in that they
the lieutenant is scheduled for ov realize there is a definite place in
To entertain friends, Tau Gam
erseas duty.
society for women other than in
the home. Thanks to education, ma held a party Thursday eve
women have proven their capabal- ning, December 6th, from 8 until
ity and equality to men, in the 10 p. m. at the home of Lois Hiem,
REYNOLDS-CRAM fields of science, medicine, teach
10 West Mariposa Street.
law, politics, and many oth
EXCHANGE VOWS ing,
A large evergreen wreath on
ers.
NOVEMBER 7th
The college graduates are begin the front door hinted to guests
ning to get the jobs and others that a Christmas theme was to be
At a candlelight double-ring have to take what is left. If a carried out. "Wintertime" was
ceremony in the Methodist Church girl really wants to go places in
at Byron, Thelma Reynolds be any kind of a position, a college the theme used, and decorations
came the bride of Sergeant Del- education will be of a great bene were in accordance with the idea.
bert D. Cram of the U. S. Army, fit to her. There is no substitute Pine boughs, Christmas orna
Wednesday evening, November 7. for education.
ments, and candles were artistic
The bride was attired in a green
Even if a girl does not intend to ally used throughout the living
suit with baby leopard muff and go into any particular profession room; while on the buffet table,
hat and wore a gardenia corsage. or job, she may come to college gardenias, which were later given
Her only attendant was Miss Bar for the sole purpose of being edu to the guests, were arranged'on a
bara Reynolds, sister of the bride, cated. Certainly in this compli large, round mirror with red and
from the University of California. cated world of today, it takes in white candles on either side.
She wore a grey suit with match telligence and deep thinking to
Committees in charge of the
ing accessories, and a corsage of understand and improve it.
evening were: Claire Rosenberg,
yellow roses. Kennett Gibson,
Some very good examples of the general chairman; Marie Jones,
uncle of the bride, was best man. educated woman are, Eleanor Joyce Preston, and Anita Harris,
A family reception followed the Roosevelt, Clare Booth Luce, and decorations; Stella Spanos and
ceremony.
The couple spent Mme. Chiang Gai Shek. Through Marilyn Nelson, refreshments;
their honeymoon in the Bay Area. education they have contributed Peg Blumenthal and Claire Ros
Mrs. Cram is now a sophomore a great deal toward society and to enberg, entertainment.
in Stockton Junior College and ward their countries.
plans to finish in March. She is
It is quite obvious of the impor
the daughter of Mrs. Ivy Rey tance for men and women alike to
nolds of Byron.
take every advantage of the op
At present the bridegroom is in portunity for education.
a separation center at Maxwell
So. fellows, when you start feel
Field, Alabama. His home is in ing sorry for yourself because you
Bismarck, North Dakota. The think all the girls are after you,
two plan to make their home in just remember that right now,
B°gan, Utah where he will at education comes first and you
tend school.
men are just a pastime!
College of Pacific students who
attended the wedding were Ruth
Motorist—m ilestone
Shook and Betty Richardson.
Pedestrian—tombstone.
AND—
Panhandler: One who gives fa
There are many types of birth- cials in a beauty parlor.
Open Evenings
stones :
Patriot: A man who won't lis
Laundress—soapstone
ten to treason.
'til 10
Politician—Blarneystone
Radio Commercial: A syrupy
We Employ
Borrower—touchstone
i sales talk that follows station irri
Capable Watchmakers
Burglar—keystone.
tation.
We have the largest and
most up to date jewelry
store in town. We do all
kinds of watch and ring re
pairing also diamond re
PACIFIC COFFEE SHOP
setting and CUTTING. Why
HOME COOKING
not surprise yourself and
pay us a visit? We carry a
2043 Pacific Avenue
large stock of diamonds,
watches and jewelry. Our
Featuring
prices are the lowest and
our terms to suit you.
Breakfast - Lunch - Dinner

Tau Gamma
Gives Party
For Friends

at

College Prices

"Stockton's First and
Only Diamond Cutters"
"CREDIT JEWELERS"
124 E. Main St.,
Stockton

PESCE & CO.

Greek Letter Rushing Concluded
Houses Hold Pledging Ceremonies
Sorority rushing was climaxed
last week with the two final
events of the season, the Informal
Dinner and the Preference Din
ner. The Informal Dinners were
held as follows: Alpha Theta Tau,
November 28th; Epsilon Lambda
Sigma, November 29th, and Tau
Kappa Kappa, November 30th.
Preference Dinners were held last
Sunday.
Alpha Thete's informal event
presented a Hawaiian motif. Sal
ly Fenton was the general chair
man. Marianne
Ahearn
had
charge of the Preference Dinner.
The theme was carried out with
pastel shades of chrysanthemums
and matching tapers.
The new affiliates were inform
ally greeted Wednesday at Thete
by Mrs. A. H. Turner, Mary Jane

Alpha Theta Tau
Homecoming Will
Be Held Sunday
Alpha Theta Tau Sorority will
renew tradition Sunday with their
annual homecoming and celebra
tion in honor of the alumni, pa
tronesses and the mothers of the
active members. This event has
yielded to wartime activities dur
ing the past few years.
Dessert will be served at 12:30
by the Mother's Club, followed
with entertainment by the alumni
and active members of the soror
ity. Mrs. Dorothea Woods Rog
ers, president of the alumni asso
ciation, will preside. A prize will
be awarded to the returning class
with the largest representation.
Committees in charge of the ar
rangements are: decorations, Jean
Comartin, chairman, Janet Mast,
Jean Spangler and Mel Otterson;
incidentals, Betty Broder, chair
man, Beverly Wells, Jean Berger
on and Jeanne Inwood.

Yardley, president, and the house
members. Informal supper was
served prior to the formal pledg
ing ceremony and all-night in
formal initiation.
Top of the Kappa was the
theme of Tau Kappa Kappa's in
formal dinner held the evening of
November 30th. A sky-line effect
on the walls of the room lent at
mosphere to the occasion, while
centerpieces for tables consisted
of tall white tapers and black or
chids. Black and silver menus
were also placed on the tables and
the entrance hall was transform
ed into a hat check booth. Gen
eral chairman for the event was
Dorothy Ann Peterson.
Sunday evening's Preference
dinner found the banquet table
decorated with chrysanthemums
and tapers in the house colors.
General chairman for the occasion
was Barbara Merriam.
The pledges were greeted by
the house members Wednesday
afternoon and an informal supper
was served. Pajama pledging was
held at midnight, followed by in
formal all-night pledging.
Holiday Inn was the theme used
at Epsilon Lambda Sigma's in
formal dinner November 29th. In
dividual table centerpieces por
trayed the various holidays
throughout the year. Chairman
for the dinner was Becky Rosette.
The Preference dinner given by
Epsilon last Sunday evening was
highlighted by a Christmas tree
trimmed in silver and blue decora
tions. White candles, and white
chrysanthemums tied with red
ribbons were artistically arranged
on the tables. Jimmy Yocum act
ed as General Chairman for the
function.New pledges were greeted Wed
nesday afternoon and an informal
supper was served. Sunrise
Pledging ceremony was held.

Stockton Symphony
Orchestra
(Manlio Silva, Conductor)

Announces

Cpl. Robert Mueller
Pianist
Second Concert 1945-46 Season

Monday—December 10th
Stockton High School Auditorium—8:15 P. M.
ADMISSION

50c

Inc. Tax

No Reserved Seats. All tickets on sale the night of the
Concert at Stockton High School Box Office
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Introducing Charles Mokiao
Returned C.O.P. Student Vet

J. C. Short Term
Starts Dec. 10

Let's Go to Chapel

HIKE CHAT

Have you ever thought about
By GEORGIANN RICHARDSON
Chapel; that is, how much time
The Stockton Junior College and thought are spent on each
I opened the studio door and
Have any of you guys and gals*
short term especially designed for week's program?
stuck
my nose in—all was clear—.
noticed a swarthy young man who
Chuck told me that the things veterans starts Thursday, Decem
Do you know that some of your no one even looked up from their
resembles Charles Boyer, strolling he missed most while in the serv ber 10. Registration is scheduled
about our campus in an Air Corps ice were the little items which we for Friday and Saturday of this own friends help bring you this scripts to see what was intruding
into their sanctum. Breathing a
uniform. If you have been cur hardly give a thought when we week. Call the Personnel Office, schedule?
Yes!
Students
and
faculty
little
easier, I sneaked in and gent
ious about him as we were, you have them, little things—like a phone 8-8691 for a counseling ap
members, under the direction of ly maneuvered my frame into a
will be interested to know the in hot bath, ice water, sitting at the
pointment.
the Religious Work Committee— chair. Horrors! The chair squeekside story of his life as told by dinner table with your folks,
Many veterans who have been an Inter-Denominational group ed! Everyone glanced up and
himself. He guarantees that not reading the paper by the fire side
out of school for several years will supervise all church affairs.
then, by some miracle, they grin
one fact or event of consequence with the radio turned low.
welcome the opportunity to obtain
Chapel is immediately directed ned. Wow, was that a relief! I
has been omitted.
Chuck spent much of his time individual help in the mathema
by Dr. George H. Colliver togeth had thought that I would surely
"I came to Pacific in '39, joined in the service as a flight officer in
tics and English Service Bureaus. er with the student Chapel com get kicked out on my ear. So
the Army Air Corps in '42, and the European theatre of opera
This individualized program enab mittee from the S.C.A. Chairman now that I was established, I sat
now I'm back." Well there it is tions.
les veterans to brush up in mathe of this group is Miriam Avery.
back in my squeeky chair and
folks—the complete and unabridg
Charley was born and raised in matics and English and get back
The committee is trying to started taking in my surrounded autobiography of Charles Mo Hawaii. After graduating from
into the habit of studying before
kiao.
high school there, he came to entering their major courses next bring speakers from all over Cali ings.
fornia, typical of whom was Dr.
In the center of the room were
To me, the above is symbolic of C.O.P. He is glad to be back here
semester.
Francis Bouquet—professor of two microphones, at which a hand
Chuck's nature—quiet, reserved, again, but most of all he would
Dr. Ralph Eckert, director of Church History at the San Fran some actor, whom I later learned
soft spoken, and modest.
like to see his dad again.
the Psychology Service Bureau, is cisco Theological Seminary at San was Bill Thompson, formerly of
Before the war Chuck distin available for psychological coun
Selmo—who spoke last Tuesday. the Army Air Corps, was whisper
guished himself as a blocking seling.
Goleman's Office
The students have complete ing sweet nothings from the
back on Pacific's football squad.
In addition to these individual charge in conducting Chapel every script to actress Gail Monroe.
Although he enjoys all sports, he ized services, there are twenty
Switched to Room 104 never
Toward the bad f the room in
turned out for anything ex other courses starting December other week while faculty members
take over on alternate weeks. what I gathered w s the sound
cept
football
in
college.
"NOTICE Irving Goleman's of
10. Any student may enroll' for The general plan is to vary the
effects departmer some melo
This year Chuck returned in 12 units in required courses.
fice has been removed from Para
service.
dramatic music w. playing on a
dise to the Inferno in room 104, time to help the Tigers finish up
Mr. Louis Windmiller, Regis
The A Cappella Choir will con phonograph, while <-om another
the season. Mr. Stagg has turn trar is the director of the Veter
first floor, or thereabouts.
tinue
to appear every other week record, came sounds of a torn o,
Mephisto, ed over the quarter backing posi an's Service Bureau. He is ready under the direction of Mr. Bodley.
a landslide, and the i himes of ig
tion
to
Charlie,
largely
because
of
Nov. 14, 1945."
to advise veterans concerning the The student choir blends its voices
(to you ignorant, Mephisto is the his previous experience with A's educational benefits to which they on alternating services under the Ben.
Through a glass door, facing
system of play.
character with horns).
are entitled.
leadership of Miss Thelma Berg. the mikes, Profer 3 r Betz was
At present Chuck is a junior,
This was the informative mes
Yes, indeed! We should be waving his arms at the actors and
sage tacked up outside of room but he has hopes of graduating in
mighty
proud 4nd happy to have sounds effects opera) ors. At first
305 in the administration building June. He is majoring in Politi Dr. F. E. Steinhauser
such a fine church service.
I thought something must be ter
cal
Science
and
hopes
to
be
an
at
three weeks ago when Mr. GoleDirects
Spanish
Paper
ribly wrong, and then, after more
torney
some
day
in
the
far,
dis
man moved his office residence,
speaking citizens of the San Joa careful observation, it dawned on
descending to the "Infreno" of the tant future.
Dr. F. E. Steinhauser, professor quin Valley. It is the official or
me that he was giving directions
Welcome back to Pacific,
first floor from the heavenly
of Modern Languages, is the di gan of the Hispanic Cultural So
and that each motion he made
Chuck!
We
all
hope
you
will
be
heights of his third floor office
rector of the only Spanish weekly ciety of which Dr. Steinhauser is
had it's own meaning.
with THE DOOR. Now the door able to see your dad soon, and we newspaper in the San Joaquin Val president.
wish
you
the
best
of
luck
for
the
I sat and gawked at all this go
is an interesting factor in the
ley. La Voz de la Colonia is pub
"It is very interesting work and ing on about me, and was begin
future.
case. For years that particular
lished in Stockton.
I consider it an important contri ning to feel slightly uncomfort
door has not read "Religious Edu
Dr. Steinhauser also writes a bution to the welfare of the city
able, as most of the happenings
cation" and for years room 305 Six Will Graduate
column on comments on current of Stockton," declares Steinhaus
were so far removed from any
has not been the center of our
From COP in March events in A La Vera del Camino. er. "It also gives me insight into thing I'd ever experienced before
Religious Education department.
La
Voz
de
la
Colonia
was
first
the problems of one sector of our that I didn't know whether I
Six students appear on the ten- j
Oh what a blow it must have been
published in June, 1945. Its cir population."
tative
schedule
for
March
COP
should sit there and quietly col
to move from that heavenly place.
culation already extends from
Dr. Steinhauser has made twen
"Ah, Lucifer! How art the graduates. Betty Lee Bascom Sacramento to Fresno. It con ty trips to Mexico since 1920, and lapse or run out screaming. Then,
mighty fallen!" was the approp Newton has majored in English tains local news of interest and has studied at the University of Ed McClarity, story i teller of the
riate quotation added by a sym and intends to teach. Nancy world news of events concerning Mexico. He has also studied at drama in progress, came over and
explained all about the story,
pathetic passer-by. In answer to Kaiser plans to go into the ele Latin America.
the University of Madrid in
which was a talc of the sea with
this, another brilliant mind added mentary teaching field. Phylis
Two C.O.P. students who are on Spain.
a super natural twist. The strange
"In questo misero modo Tengon Duval is going on to get her Bach the paper's staff are Mary Louise
antics of the sound effects depart
1 anime triste di coloro che visser elor of Music degree. Joyce Bis De Carli and Florence Hazard.
A successful man is one who ment, the weird music, and night
senz' infamia eseriza lodo." The hop has majored in history and is
The main purpose of La Voz de
nearest translation of this that we going to take graduate work in la Colonia is to promote the cul makes more than his wife can marish sounds were all being pro
spend, and a successful woman is duced to provide the atmosphere
C.O.P.
Wilbur
Choy
has
major
can find is, "In that grim place
tural interest of the Spanish- one who can land such a man.
ed
in
religious
education
and
will
for the out-of-this-world touch.
had heard, so low, so clear. So
toned and candenced from the ut enter a Theological Seminary fol
most sphere." To those of you lowing graduation. Rebecca Rosuffering students who are fami set, a major in history and politi
liar with Dante's "Inferno," this cal science, will also take grad
uate work in C.O.P.
may sound strangely familiar.
Degrees will formally be given
This is not a completely sad
tale, however, for twice weekly at graduation in June.
our hero is allowed to ascend
again to the heights while stu
dents crumble under the weight
Rogers Jewelry Co.
of assignments which they be
lieve have "Infernistic" aspects.
But never care—All Hail to the
Hero!
Quality Jewelers

All's well

Knobby Sport
Shoppe

Phone 5-5510
Main and Sutter Sts.

New Shipment . . .
English
Tallyho
Nubbey
. . . CARDIGANS
All Wool
Full Fashioned

GROCERIES
POULTRY
VEGETABLES
FRUITS
MEATS

$10.95

•

Located at

GAIA-DELUCCHI

2119 Pacific Ave.

American and Channel

tOTTlED UNDER AUTHORITY OP THE COCA-COLA COMPANY »Y

COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO. OF STOCKTON, LTD.
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Rondo
Bouts
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Former COP Student
SCHOLARSHIPS
PSA Winter Formal to International Club
Being
Reorganized
Lectures Art Class On
GIVEN STUDENTS Feature Reames Orch.
The International Club is reor
OF J.C. AND C.O.P. Scheduled Jan. 5
ganizing again after having dis Frank Lloyd Wright
It was announced this week
from the President's Office that
the following full tuition scholar
ships have been awarded.
The National Methodist Schol
arships, awarded by the National
Methodist Board of Education, on
the recommendation of the Col
lege of the Pacific, were granted
to Paul Berger, Joyce Bishop,
Dorothy Boggs, John Mcintosh,
Betty Jean Merritt, and Patricia
Moore.
The Junior Scholarship, given
by the trustees of the College to
the student maintaining the high
est scholarship during the junior
year at the College of the Pacific,
was awarded to Joy Ruf.
The Alpha Gamma Sigma
Scholarship was given to Dorothy
Nail. This scholarship is award
ed to a graduate of a junior college
in California recommended by Al
pha Gamma Sigma.

Its always a pleasure to have a
pacific alumnus return as a suc
cess in his field. Such was the
case when Douglas Beattie of the
Metropolitan, performed at the
high school Auditorium Tuesday
night. This was Mr. Beattie's
second appearance in Stockton,
the first being several years ago
with John Gilchrist Elliot as ac
companist. He was a vocal stu
dent of Mr. Dennis, former Dean
of the Conservatory. Our own
Dr. Knoles remembers with
pride the days when Douglas was
a crony of his son's, and Dr.
Knoles found it necessary to per
suade the talented student to fol
low a musical instead of a medi P.L.T. PLAYER
cal career.
PLAY
Mr. Beattie's
showmanship, COMPARES
stage manner and informality
WITH REALITY
made the performance an extra
An interesting item concerning
ordinarily appealing one. Some
were heard to criticize his appear the Pacific Little Theatre produc
ance saying that it was not befit tion, "A Bell for Adano," is that
ting the concert stage. Most of Bert Trulsson, who is playing the
the audience, however, was ex part of Guiseppe in the play, has
tremely responsive to the person been stationed for the past seven
teen months in Southern Italy, the
ality Mr. Beattie expressed.
His first group consisted of scene of the play.
The play is centered around the
three serious numbers, two
Brahms and one Handel. The sec small Italian town of Adano, its
ond group featured the dramatic people the Military government
intensity for which Mr. Beattie's there. Bert has been in and out
voice is so beautifully patterned. of countless Italian villages simi
The operatic characterization and lar to Adano and has some inter
dramatic interpretation of Rim- esting comments on the country
sky - Korsakoff, Gretchaninoff, side.
Bert's reaction to the situation
Cui, and Moussorgsky were excel
lent. Two well-known Mozart in Italy was different from the
arias from the "Marriage of Fi plot of the play. He has seen the
garo made up the next group. His real thing for a year and a half
perfect enunciation plus the fact and to him the story of Adano
that both numbers were English seems slightly glorified.
The country is hilly, and often
translations made the audience
you
are upon a small village be
appreciate the humor and vivacity
fore you realize it. The first sign
of them.
After the intermission, Mr. of a town, according to Bert, is
Beattie returned with a group of the smell. He says the Italian
folk songs which, he explained, towns are filthy, no sanitation, no
"May not be the best taste, but sewage system, and in a state of
isn't Oklahoma the most popular general collapse.
The Italian people are friendly
production in the East?" They
were all very spirited and beauti and have given the government
little trouble. They are easily
fully rendered.
The last group consisted of var swayed however, and would prob
ious selections of different types, ably be the same if another gov
excellent musicianship prevailed ernment were in charge.
Because these people are easy
throughout. Three encores were
his limit, although everyone pres going and rather irresponsible,
ent would like to have heard more. the military government is actual
One facutly member rendered the . ly more strict than the play
following declaration, "When a j shows. Most offenses are of a
singer can make me enjoy hearing j minor nature, however, and pun
ishment is seldom severe. For
Sylvia, he's good!"
example,
the Italians prefer their
Look for news of the Messiah,
which is to be staged a week from i hair long, similar to some Pacifiunday—AND—Be sure to listen cans; a common method of pun
or the Studio Orchestra, under ishment is cutting it short all ov
e able direction of Herr Burg- er.
In general, the play is a good
stahler, when you attend DeMarexample of military government
cus Brown's "Bell for Adano."
in Italy. It is interesting to note
Bert's outlook, and easy to see
: Watches Repaired J why he prefers the play to the
real thing.
One Week Service

THOMAS
JEWELRY STORE
524 E. Main Street

To pay the bills that we are Owin'
Invest your dough in the Victory
Lowin.

"FELLA S"
FLOWERS FOR EVERY OCCASION AT THE

Stan Reames and his newly or
ganized orchestra will supply mu
sic for the P.S.A. Winter Formal
scheduled for January 5th from
8 to 12 o'clock. It will be held
in the Stockton Civic Auditorium.
Patty Lou Peters will be fea
tured as vocalist and Stan will al
so introduce Jeanette Reames,
and Patty Lou Peters as a duet.
Bea Berlander will serve as gen
eral chairman assisted by the fol
lowing committees: Bids, Betty
Lou Cooper; decorations, Joyce
Preston; patrons and patronesses,
Jimmy Yocum; music, Jeanette
and Stan Reames.

Conquerer Ravaging
Campus — Beware!
Be warned of the conquerer.
He is ravaging the campus. Sil
ently, slowly he steals into class
rooms, dining halls, dorms and
sororities, lurking in the shadows.
He parachutes with the rain, is
blown in with a draft. He is a
i dangerous one. He is the Com
mon Cold.
Glance about you and see the
ruins. Few lectures are given
without the accompaniment of
several victims barking in com
peting keys. In chorus a bass
with a chest cold may rival Chaliapin, so claim the critics, if he
remains infected. Many a sur
prised tennis opponent has mis
taken a waving handkerchief for
a sign of truce. Girls who discov
er their fluffy coiffures in tight
ringlets after a session of study
ing and hair twisting have solved
their problem. Kleenex tears in
strips beautifully or serves for
doodling. Boxes of tissue are as
standard as cigarettes these days.
If you attend any rushing teas,
you must still be chuckling at
the helpless rushees who discover
ed the impossibility of balancing
full tea cups and sneezing. One
chronic patient delightedly des
cribes the infirmary's cherry,
cough syrup as rivaling anything
at the Cub.
The enemy has many faces.
Sometimes his surprise attack can
be dated from an explosive sneeze
followed by a sudden fever. Of
ten he creeps in disguised as a
throat tickle or sniffle. Armed
with ammunition from the infirm
ary, we can challenge him. But
we "masterless men," slopping in
the rain without boots, running
out nights without coats, will take
a master. The campus has fall
en!

William Comer, former fellow
ship student under America's fore
most architect Frank Lloyd
Wright, last week addressed the
Art History class of Stockton Jun
ior College on his experiences
with the renowned architect.
After attending Pacific in 1937
and '38, Comer went on to furth
er his architectural education at
Wright's fellowship institutes in
both Arizona and Wisconsin.
He told the class of Mr.
Wright's philosophy of life and
how he returns to nature for the
basis of his building style. He al
so explained how Wright always
follows simple practical lines to
get the best results in his work.
Mr. Comer then went on to des
cribe in detail the small model of
the Museum of Non-Objective
Arts to be constructed by Wright
in New York next spring. Pic
tures of this construction are now
on display on the second floor of
Weber Hall.

I WISH

"F;

I wish I were a wittle egg
away up in a twee
I wish I were a wittle egg
ft
as wotten as could be
Adano"-Cont.
And when that mean professor
(Continued from page 1)
would holler up at me
action rises on several occasions
Ide fwo my wotten wittle self
to dramatic and comic heights. It
and spwatter down on he.
is a "must-see' of our time.
—Anonymous.
Heading the supporting cast
will be Bert Trulsson, cast as Giu
seppe, the ex-gangster
from
SILVER LEAF
Cleveland. His performance in
rehearsal has been breezy, light,
and refreshing, and paced for Ice Cream Fountain
much of the comic relief. He serv
•
ed with the Army Air Forces, and
prior to his career with the Army,
"THE PLACE TO SNACK"
had experienced a notable career
on the boards of the local thea
tre, playing in such top-flight hits
22 S. California St.
as "Petrified Forest," "The Young
in Heart," and "End of Summer."
Stockton, California
Returning also to college, but
new to the theatre, is George Fow
ler, formerly of the Navy, and
playing Captain Purvis, head of
Pacific's Big
the M. P.'s. Maurene Foster, in
the intriguing role of
Tina, Theatre Premiere—
daughter of fisherman TomaFive times—beginning
sino," plays her first major role
TONIGHT—DEC. 7, 8,
on the PLT stage. Warren Hill
Also Dec. 12, 13 and 14
as Tomasino adds further to laur
els won earlier in "Pride and Pre
Yes! It's the first stage pro
judice." Byron Meyer, seen last
duction in the U. S. A., "west
season in "Janie," "Charley's
of Broadway" of the great
Aunt," and "Pride and Prejudice,"
play from the Pulitzer Prize
here plays Lt. Livingston, U. S.
Novel
Navy.
An added incentive to students
on the Pacific campus will be the
Woman—What can I do to have designation of Wednesday, De
cember 12, as "Pacific Campus
soft, beautiful hands?
Beauty Specialist — Nothing, J Night" at the Pacific Little Thea
Madame, and do it all day long.
i tre.

BOB'S STUDIO
FOR

• ADVERTISING

— Photographs —

• ARCHITECTURAL
• COMMERCIAL
• INDUSTRIAL

•
No assignment too large or too small

•

• LEGAL
• PANORAMIC

ANYTHING — ANYWHERE

• PORTRAIT

ANYTIME

• PUBLICITY
• REAL ESTATE

•

COLLEGE FLOWER SHOP
CONVENIENTLY LOCATED ON PACIFIC AVENUE
Phone 2-6550

continued during the war. Robert
Mackey is the President. Ruth
Grodeon, the Vice-President and
Dr. Werner is the faculty advis
or. There will be a meeting soon
in which the activities for the
year, membership and general
plans of reorganization will be
discussed.
Membership is open to any of
the students on campus. As yet
it hasn't been decided whether or
not there will be a fee for mem
bership. Anyone wishing to be
come a member should see Robert
Mackey.
The International Club is spon
sored by the Carnagie Founda
tion and most colleges and junior
colleges in California have an ac
tive club on the campus. During
the year there is a conference in
which all of these schools partici
pate. Problems of foreign rela
tions are discussed at the confer
ence and at the meetings. There
is always an annual event put on
in the Spring by the International
Club. Last year it was a peace
conference similar to the United
Nations Peace Conference held in
San Francisco.

606 E. Main St.

Phone 2-9240

•pnt

IITTLE
THEATRE

Company of 25

All Tickets now at Box Of
fice. Student Season Tickets
for 4 plays—§3.00, tax Inc.
Single Admissions
$1.50 - $1.00 - $ .75
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—EDITORIAL—
We were told, during the war, that the old system of im
perialisin in the Far East would have to go in order to pre
vent future wars. The superior attitude of the white race
would have to go the way of all flesh. But apparently the
WE didn't include the British Empire.
Looking at the picture in a business-like frame of mind,
it is easy to see why the busy.men from the Cliffs of Dover
don't care to assume a brotherly attitude in the matter. It
is eas^- to take that view point now that the battle has end
ed and the big stick is back in British hands. But turn the
picture back* to 1941 and 1942, and the thing has a differ
ent shade.
It was a long road back and the Stars and Stripes die
a land office business in setting up mile posts on islands we
at home had never heard of before. And along side of those
mile posts were little white signs that had a different kinc
of mileage chalked up on them—the mileage of those who
didn't finish the trip.
The WE's don't want to make that trip again. Those
who never finished the trip can't make it again. And if this
light tor Imperialism is the breeding ground for another
trip across the Pacific, it is more than high time that it
was stopped. And today, December 7, 1945, is a good time
for remembering what imperialism brought us four years
ago. Wake up America I The WE's are talking; and the WE's
should have something to say about it.

C.Hese-Pacific
DINING- HALL

June Wilde, PLT
Star With CAG
In Germany
June Wilde, former Pacific Lit
tle Theatre actress, is in Frank
furt, Germany, on special assignment with the Civilian Actress
Groups of the Special Services Di
vision of the army.
June received her audition the
first of July at Mills College and
was chosen from 100 applicants

Lieutenant Kelly A Falling Meteor
1945
Past V-12 Wins The meteorInflashed
through the
sky—a white hot ball of flame.
Behind it, it left a wake of fiery
Station
fragments

S. 0. S. FOR UNRRA
I he United Nations Relief Association, commonly
known as I NRRA, was created to help those people in Eur
Charles Norman, professor of
ope who are homeless, dispossessed, and hungry. These peo sociology, recently received this Giving it a tail of bright stars.
I stood there and watched it;
ple need HELP, and need it bad. They need food to ease notice of citation of Second Lieu
As the forerunners of my race from Northern California by Dean
the pangs of hunger; medical care to fight off disease and tenant William D. Kelly, United
may have watched
Marion Stebbins at Mills. She
States
Marine
Corps
Reserve,
prevent the spread of epidemics; clothing to protect their
A
falling
meteor
thousands
of
read
passages from "Wutheri.%
For meritorious conduct while
years ago.
bodies from the elements. If these people don't get this serving as platoon leader of a
Heights," a play in which she was
help, we can chalk this lack of foresight on our part high on Marine rifle platoon during opera They gazed at it with wonderment formerly starred in the PLT pro
and fear.
duction.
the list of war crimes. It isn't only a matter of saving the tion on IWO JIMA, VOLCANO
They
appealed to their gods
From her home in Sacramento,
lives of thousands of human beings; but it is, also, a matter ISLANDS from March 2 to March
Asking that the world be spared. June traveled to New York City,
16,
1945.
Throughout
this
per
ol insurance against another mad man seizing the oppor
arriving there October 15th. She
iod Lieutenant KELLY led his pla
tunity and swaying the people into a strong party to sup
left the States by boat the latter
toon in almost constant attacks on I watched this meteor in 1945.
port him. When you're starving and watching your child strong enemy positions, and as I watched it with wonderment and part of October and landed in Le
fear;
Harve, France, November 5th.
ren starve and go without, it doesn't take much "of an offer the only officer serving as platoon
I
watched
it, and marveled at its From Le Harve the CAG unit
leader
in his company, inspired
to make you grab. To quote a very old saying, "a drown
savage beauty.
I went to Chateau, France, located
calmness and confidence in the
ing man will grasp at a straw".
To
me, it was a warning from the on the outskirts of Paris.
members
of
all
the
front
line
pla
Rut it takes money to do this, lots of money. It took
future;
| Chateau had been scheduled to
toons through his cool determina
lots of money to fight this war, lots of money and too many tion and personal daring. On 15 A warning to man, telling him not : be the CAG headquarters, but the
to probe too deeply,
men. And thanks to many foresighted individuals, who do March a friendly reconnaissance
[group was so large that it was
split into smaller companies,
believe in the doctrine of brotherly love, this money has party, unacquainted with the Lest he find out too much;
been provided for in the form of pledges. Now it is only area, was investigating enemy Lest he create something he can't June's unit being assigned to
master.
headquarters in Frankfurt, Ger
a matter of alloting these funds. This detail has been put positions in the sector of Lieutenmany. The group has a one year
I ant KELLY'S platoon, when an
into the hands of the Senate Committee on Appropriations,
enemy machine gun opened fire, God has the power to master the contract to tour the area near that
forces unleashed
ot which Senator McKellar is Acting Chairman. Yet, al j killing one and pinning down the
city presenting a selected number
ready, UNRRA has had to cancel thousands of dollars of j others. Realizing their helpless In a falling meteor.
of plays.
Prior to studying at the Col
orders for medical supplies in order to use what little funds P'ight, Lieutenant KELLY, with Has man the power to master the
forces of Atomic energy?
utter disregard for his safety of
lege of Pacific, June graduated
they have for foodstuffs.

the machine gun fire, rushed to I asked myself this question;
from the Sacramento College.
the aid of the party and led them I couldn't answer it.
While at Pacific she was active in
to safety without further loss of Then as the meteor faded from PLT productions such as, "Pride
view,
men. His conduct was at all times
and Prejudice," "Uncle Harry,"
I,
like my forerunners, said a "Wuthering Heights" and was di
in keeping with the highest tradi
tions of the United States Naval 'prayer to my God.
rectress of "Brief Candle," a play
Service."
presented last Spring.
Lieutenant "Dix" Kelly entered Newman Club Plans
On campus she was affiliated
College of Pacific with the V-12
with the Alpha Theta Tau Soror
Membership
Drive
program in the summer term,
ity. She is the daughter of Mr.
The first meeting of the New and Mrs. T. E. Wilde of Sacramen
1943-44 and graduated from here
February 23, 1944.
man Club for the semester was to.
I He was quite active in campus held Tuesday, December 4th up
i affairs and served as yell leader. stairs in the SCA.
MORRIS CHAPEL
Plans were made for drawing
! Ke,'y was well thought of by faci ulty and students alike.
up a constitution, and future so
In a letter to Professor Norman cial events discussed.
Mary Flaa, Editor
. v„
_ ,
""
Tir
A membership campaign was
r)..Lti t «
Jimmie
Yocum, Business Msnuppr from Mrs. Helen Kelly, mother of
the former student, she said, organized and all Catholics on the
"Your influence and that of Pa campus were urged to attend the
1924 attheSnm
<?.? 83 second-cIass matter October 24. cific must have had some bearing meetings every Tuesday at the
3. 1879.
Stockton, California, under the Act of March
on his being able to do what he 10:45 period.
felt his duty."
Committees appointed during
EDITORIAL BOARD
the meeting were: Constitution,
Associate Editor.
Bruce Coleman, Jean Ann Wright
Nancy Deming PLT TICKETS
Society Editor
hyllis Peri, Elmo Kerchief, and
Jackie
Geyer
Sports Editor
Don't forget your PLT season Bob Sanguinetti; entertainment,
—
Dean
Simpson
Feature Editor
TUESDAY, DEC. 11
tickets at this season's new low Don Cross.
- Ferol Egan
Drama Editor
Reverend Andrew Juvinall of
price. You may attend this sea
Father
Wilkemeyer
is
the
spon
- Litafrances Darwin
Exchange Editor.
...
the Clay Street Methodist Church
son's Little Theater productions sor of the group.
Peggy O'Conner
News Editor
will be the speaker.
for only $3.00-a 50 per cent re
duction over buying these tickets
Marian Wickert, organist.
•teponm-T^
Goidea
one of the five performances on
singly.
SUNDAY, DEC. 9
0
tl Fraoio,. D I TT
"
layiur, lourtniott, SpinetReserve seats are still available Dec. 8th, 9th, 12th. 13th or 14th.
Speaker: Hollis Hayward
HammeU
wn!iT
™ '
. McGregor, Aberly. Parry Nix
This is an opportunity for Pacific
Topic: How Soon is Now?
WilUamson, Platti, Tucker, Graf.
' for the first production, "A Bell
for Adano." Be sure to attend students to see the best in enter
Chapel Choir directed by Theltainment. Don't miss it!
ma Berg.

It isn t the lack ot funds that is causing this situation
to exist; it is the lack of action by the Senate Committee
on Appropriations. Perhaps these gentlemen have other
business which requires their attention much more than
tins does; if they have we would like to know what it is it
must be plenty important to hold preference over the sav
ing of thousands of lives. The Nazis slaughtered people in
a business-like manner; the Senate Committee on Appropri
ations is killing people by not doing their job in a businesse manner. How about a little action Senator McKellar >
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